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This paper analyzes monetary policy implication in an endogenous
growth model in which the average growth rate is ineﬃciently low and in
which the capital accumulation technology is concave. This paper does
two exercises. First, we derive the utility-based welfare criterion of the
model. The welfare measure suggests that even if the natural rate of
growth moves parallel to its eﬃcient rate, the increase of inﬂation volatility
may improve welfare through the increase of average growth. Second, we
test this hypothesis numerically and show that in our calibrated model the
tradeoﬀ between inﬂation stabilization and average growth maximization
exists. In addition, the tradeoﬀ is resolved by highly growth-stimulating
(investment stabilization) policy. The reason is the existence of concavity
in the capital accumulation technology, through which investment stabi-
lization rises average growth.
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Should monetary policy concentrate price or inﬂation stabilization? To propose
a new point of view, this paper analyzes monetary policy implication in an
endogenous growth model in which the average growth rate is ineﬃciently low
and in which the capital accumulation technology is concave.
It is known that in real economy, an exogenous increase of average growth is
highly welfare-improving. In his seminal study, Lucas (1987) shows that the wel-
fare gain of small increase of average growth is much more than that of perfectly
elimination of business cycle ﬂuctuation. More recently, Barlevy (2004) shows
that, in real stochastic endogenous growth models with concave capital accumu-
lation technology, stabilizing business cycle ﬂuctuation stimulates the average
growth, hence stabilization of business cycle has much more welfare gain than
that calculated by Lucas (1987). Though Barlevy (2004) does not study any
policy problem, his study suggests that the introduction of endogenous growth
and the concavity of capital accumulation technology change the existing im-
plications of the studies about economic stabilization policy. Our motivation is
a test of the eﬀect on monetary policy implication of Barlevy (2004)’s mecha-
nism. That is, my question is as follows. When both of sticky price and growth
(externality) distortions exist, does the two distortions have some tradeoﬀ? If
it exists, how should monetary policymaker resolve those distortions?
To answer these questions, this paper does two exercises. First, we derive
the utility-based welfare criterion of the model. The welfare measure suggests
that even if the natural rate of growth moves parallel to its eﬃcient rate, the in-
crease of inﬂation volatility may improve welfare through the increase of average
growth. Second, we tests this hypothesis numerically and show that in our cal-
ibrated model the tradeoﬀ between inﬂation stabilization and average growth
maximization exists. In addition, the tradeoﬀ is resolved by highly growth-
stimulating (investment stabilization) policy. The reason is the existence of
concavity in the capital accumulation technology, through which investment
stabilization rises average growth.
This paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 presents an endogenous
growth model with externality in good production, concavity in the capital
accumulation technology, and Calvo (1983)-type nominal rigidities. Section
3 derives the natural and eﬃcient rates of the model. Section 4 derives the










where Ct denotes the ﬁnal good comsumption.
1The intertemporal budget constraint of the household is given by
Bt
Pt




t Kt + Γt + Tt (2)
where Bt denotes the quantity of the riskless nominal bond, of which nominal
interest rate is Rt, It denotes investment spending, Kt denotes capital stock, rK
t
denotes the rate of return on capital, Γt denotes his dividend income transfered
from ﬁrms, and Tt denotes the transfer from the government.











where Yt(i) denotes the quantity of good i and Yt denotes the demand for ﬁnal















where Pt(i) denotes the nominal price of good i.
For simplicity, we assume the full depreciation of capital. In addition, fol-
lowing Barlevy (2004), we assume that the technology of capital production is







Kt, 0 ≤ φ < 1. (6)
When φ = 0, the technology of capital production is the standard linear tech-
nology, Kt+1 = It. Otherwise, the growth rate of capital stock is concave in
investment-capital ratio.
The household maximizes his lifetime utility (1), subject to his intertemporal
budget constraint (2) and the capital accumulation process (6). The ﬁrst order


























where qt denotes the Lagrange multiplier with respect to (6).
22.2 Firms
Good i is monopolistically supplied by ﬁrm i, which has the following technology:
Yt(i) = AtKt(i)1− Z 
t, (10)
where Yt(i) denotes production of good i, At denotes the aggregate productivity,
and Kt(i) denotes the capital service employed by ﬁrm i, and Zt denotes the
knowledge level of the economy, that each individual ﬁrm takes as given. The
production technology is decreasing return to scale for each individual ﬁrm,
hence the real marginal cost each ﬁrm faces, mct(i), is not identical across
ﬁrms. Cost minimization derives the ﬁrst-order condition:
rK
t = (1 −  )AtKt(i)− Z 
tmct(i). (11)
We assume sticky prices following Calvo (1983), in which in any period a
rumdomly selected fraction 1 − ξ of ﬁrms can reset their price. The proﬁt





















where Yt+s|t denotes the demand in period-t+s for good produced by the ﬁrm
that sets its price at period t, Qt,t+s is the nominal stochastic discount factor
that is deﬁned as:




θ (i.e., monopoly distortion is eliminated in steady state), and Ψ denotes












t is the optimal nominal price, and mct+s|t denotes the real marginal













1 −  
. (16)
2.3 Government
To focus the eﬀect of monetary policy, balanced budget is assumed:
∫ 1
0
τPtYt(i)mctdi = −PtTt. (17)
The details of monetary policy will be described below.
32.4 Equilibrium
From (5) and the assumption of Calvo pricing,
P
1−θ
t = (1 − ξ)(P∗








where πt ≡ Pt
Pt−1 denotes the (gross) inﬂation rate and p∗
t ≡ P∗
t /Pt.
The ﬁnal good market clearing condition is:
Yt = Ct + It. (20)































































Here, similar as Gali (2008), we deﬁne the average real marginal cost mct as




(1 −  )Yt/Kt
. (27)












4Thus, the optimal pricing condition (15) can be rewritten by using the average



























Finally, we simply assume the knowledge level of the economy is represented
by the average capital stock (learning-by-doing):
Zt = ¯ Kt = Kt. (30)
In the economy, output, capital stock, consumption, and investment grow
at same rate on the balanced-growth path. To write the equilibrium conditions















and after some algebra, we ﬁnd that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1 Given the state variable d−1, the exogenous stochastic process
{At}, and monetary policy {Rt}, the competitive equilibrium {yt, gt+1, it, ct,
dt, χ1
t, χ2
t}, {mct, πt, p∗
t} satisﬁes the following equations:









































































yt = ct + it (40)
The equilibrium conditions consists on two blocks: the nominal and real
side. On the one hand, the nominal side of equilibrium conditions, which con-




{Rt,yt,ct,gt+1}. On the other hand, the real side of equilibrium conditions,
which consists on (37)-(40), determines the sequence {yt,ct,it,gt+1}, for given
{dt,mct,At}. If good prices are fully ﬂexible, then mct = 1; hence the real
allocation is determined by only the real side of equilibrium conditions, i.e., the
monetary policy is neutral even in short-run.
52.5 Zero-Inﬂation Steady State
The variables without time index denotes the steady state values of the corre-
sponding ones. At the zero-inﬂation steady state, the nominal side of equilib-
rium conditions can be easily derived.
π = 1, p∗ = 1, mc = 1, d = 1. (41)
The real allocation is derived from the real side of equilibrium condition:
y = A, i =













ˆ xt denotes the log-deviation of an endogenous variable xt from its steady state
value.
The deﬁnition of price level (31) and the optimal pricing equation (33)-(35)
are log-approximated up to ﬁrst order to obtain the New Keynesian Phillips
curve:
πt = βEtπt+1 + λ ˆ mct + O(||ζ||2). (43)
where:
λ ≡
(1 − ξβ)(1 − ξ)
ξ
Θ, Θ ≡
1 −  
1 −   +  θ
. (44)
The Euler equation (32) is log-approximated up to ﬁrst order to obtain the
(endogenous growth version of) dynamic IS equation:
ˆ ct = ˆ gt+1 + Etˆ ct+1 − ( ˆ Rt − Etπt+1) + O(||ζ||2). (45)
The aggregate production function (37) and the capital accumulation equa-
tion (38) are log-linearized to:
ˆ yt + ˆ dt = ˆ At, (46)
ˆ gt+1 = (1 − φ)ˆ it, (47)
The capital market optimal condition (39), and the ﬁnal good market clear-
ing condition (40) is log-approximated up to ﬁrst order to obtain:







ˆ it + O(||ζ||2) (49)
where:
X1 ≡
(1 −  )y




and X2 = 1 − X1.
63 The Natural and Eﬃcient Rates
3.1 The Natural Rate
If goods’ prices are fully ﬂexible, mct = 1 for all t. Therefore the real allocation
{yt,ct,it,gt+1} satisﬁes (37) with dt = 1, (38), (39), and (40). This ﬂexible-price
model can be solved analytically. The allocation in the ﬂexible-price economy
is as follows.
yn
t = At (51)
cn
t =

















t denotes the realized value of an endogenous variable xt. We deﬁne




t+1}. As discussed in Edge (2003), there are
two competing deﬁnitions of the natural rate in the economies with endogenous
state variables. The ﬁrst concept is the one deﬁned by Neiss and Nelson (2003).
Their deﬁnition of the natural rate based on the endogenous state variables
(in their model, the capital stock) which would have been in place had the
economy always existed in a ﬂexible-price world. The second concept is the one
deﬁned by Woodford (2003). He deﬁnes the natural rate based on the actual
endogenous state variables with which the economy enters each period. In our
model, however, we do not need to distinguish the two concepts of the natural
rates. This is because, in our endogeneous growth model with only one type of
capital, the model variables are deﬁned in the form of the ratio to capital hence
there is not any endogenous state variables.1
For our purposes, we rewrite (51)-(54) as the form of log-deviation.
ˆ yn
t = ˆ At (55)
ˆ cn
t = ˆ At (56)
ˆ in
t = ˆ At (57)
ˆ gn
t+1 = (1 − φ) ˆ At (58)
3.2 The Eﬃcient Rate
When prices are fully ﬂexible (ξ = 0) and when there is no externality (  = 0),
the all distortion in this economy is eliminated so that the real allocation in
the competitive equilibrium coincides with the eﬃcient one. Therefore, from




t} satisﬁes the following equations.
ye
t = At (59)
1Of course, from the point of view of original level variables, it is important to distinguish
the two concepts of the natural rate. For example, the Neiss and Nelson’ natural level of
capital is deﬁned as Kn
t ≡ K0 × gn
1 ··· × gn
t . By contrast, the Woodford’s natural level of
capital is Kn



















or as the log-deviation form,
ˆ ye
t = ˆ At (63)
ˆ ce
t = ˆ At (64)
ˆ ie
t = ˆ At (65)
ˆ ge
t+1 = (1 − φ) ˆ At (66)
(52)-(54) and (60)-(62) imply the following proposition.
Proposition 2 If there is externality in the good production(  > 0), the
consumption-capital ratio is ineﬃciently high and the investment-capital ratio




















 β(1 − φ)
1 − βφ














t )1−φ − (ie
t)1−φ < 0. (70)
The intuition is very simple. Due to externality in the good production, the
equilibrium rate of return on capital is lower than the eﬃcient rate; households
invest less, hence growth rate is lower. However, the next proposition shows
the externality does not aﬀect the business cycle dynamics in the ﬂexible-price
economy. (the proof is so easy that we omit it.)
Proposition 3 The natural rates of output, consumption, investment and
growth, measured by log-deviation from steady state, ﬂuctuate parallel to the
eﬀcient rates of those, that is,
ˆ yn
t = ˆ ye
t, ˆ cn





t+1 = ˆ ge
t+1.
8As discussed in Woodford (2003), The standard New Keynesian model does
not face the inﬂation-output tradeoﬀ, even when its steady state is ineﬃcient,
because the natural rate of output moves parallel to its eﬃcient rate. Therefore
the strict price stabilization policy is optimal in that economy. In our model, as
in the standard New Keynesian model, the natural rates moves parallel to their
eﬃcient rates. However, as showed below, the strict price stabilization is not
optimal. To see that, in the next section we will derive the utility-based welfare
criterion for the welfare implication of monetary policy.
4 Deriving A Utility-Based Welfare Criterion
In this section, we derive the utility-based loss function by using the second-
order approximation to the household’s utility function, following Rotemberg
and Woodford (1997), Woodford (2003), and Edge (2003).
4.1 The Second-Order Approximation to the Utility Func-
tion
The welfare level on the economy is deﬁned as the households’ expected dis-





First, we rewrite it by using only stationary variables.
W0 = E0
(









βt logct + E0
[




























where t.i.p. denotes the terms independent of policy. We deﬁne the with-in
period utility as:




Next, ct is eliminated from the with-in period utility Ut by using the ﬁnal
good market clearing condition (40) and it is approximated up to second-order.






















t + O(||ζ||3). (74)
94.2 Simplifying the Approximated With-in Period Utility
Function
4.2.1 Eliminating the Terms of ˆ yt
First, we focus on the term of ˆ yt. From (46), ˆ yt = ˆ At − ˆ dt, hence here we







vari{logPt(i)} + O(||ζ||3). (75)
Proof: See Appendix in Chapter 4 in Gali (2008).
Therefore, (74) can be rewritten as:





















vari{logPt(i)} + O(||ζ||3) + t.i.p. (76)
4.2.2 Eliminating the Terms of ˆ it
Next, we focus on the term of ˆ it. From (47), ˆ it = ˆ gt+1/(1 − φ), hence (76) can
be rewritten as:






ˆ Atˆ gt+1 −
yi









vari{logPt(i)} + O(||ζ||3) + t.i.p., (77)
where2
Φ ≡
 (1 + βφ)
1 − β[1 −  (1 + φ)]
≥ 0 (78)
If the steady-state allocation is eﬃcient (  = 0), then Φ = 0. In addition, Φ
is increasing in  . Thus, Φ can be interpreted as the degree of the steady-state
distortion, as discussed in Woodford (2003). For simplicity, we assume that the
steady-state distortion is suﬃciently small so that the product term between Φ
and a second-order term can be ignored as negligible.3
4.2.3 Simplifying the Cross-Product Terms
In order to simplifying the second-order cross-product term of the growth rate
and shock,
yi
c2(1−φ) ˆ Atˆ gt+1, we use the deﬁnition of the natural rate. From (58),
At = ˆ gn
t+1/(1 − φ); hence we can be rewritten (77) as:





c2(1 − φ)2 ˆ gt+1ˆ gn
t+1 −
yi









vari{logPt(i)} + O(||ζ||3) + t.i.p., (79)
2Φ can be derived by using the steady-state allocation equation (42).
3The case of large steady-state distortion is discussed in Benigno and Woodford (2005).
10Here, we ﬁnd that the within-period utility can be described by the terms
of growth rate and price dispersion.
4.2.4 Expressing the With-in Period Utility by the “Gap” Terms
In order to obtain the welfare implication below, we express the approximated
with-in period utility (79) by the “gap” terms, i.e., the diﬀerence between the
actual rate and the natural or eﬃcient rate of the growth of capital stock. The
way to express (79) by the gap terms is simple. Note that the natural rate of
growth of capital stock, ˆ gn
t+1 is independent of policy. Therefore, we can simply
add ˆ gn
t+1 or its square or its product with arbitary constant. In order to express







2c2(1 − φ)2(ˆ gn
t+1)2 (80)
to (79). Then, (79) can be rewritten as:
Ut − U = Φ
β
1 − β






t+1 − 2ˆ gt+1ˆ gn









vari{logPt(i)} + O(||ζ||3) + t.i.p. (81)
Here we deﬁne the capital growth gap, ˇ gt+1, as the log-diﬀerence between the
actual rate and the natural counterpart:
ˇ gt+1 ≡ loggt+1 − loggn
t+1. (82)
Using the fact that g = gn,
ˇ gt+1 = ˆ gt+1 − ˆ gn
t+1 + (logg − loggn)
= ˆ gt+1 − ˆ gn
t+1. (83)
















From the welfare point of view, more important is the diﬀerence between the
actual rate and the eﬃcient counterpart. Then we deﬁne the welfare-relevant
growth gap, gt+1 as:
gt+1 ≡ loggt+1 − logge
t+1
= ˆ gt+1 − ˆ ge
t+1 + (logg − logge)
= ˆ gt+1 − ˆ gn
t+1 + (logg − logge)
















114.3 The Welfare Criterion
In this subsection, we derive the approximated overall utility written by the gap













(gt+1 − g) −
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+ O(||ζ||3) + t.i.p. (87)











Proof: See Chapter 6 in Woodford (2003).
From (87) and (88), we obtain the utility-based welfare criterion.























Proposition 6 gives us an important point of view about our model. In
our model, the relevant variables for welfare are the growth rate of capital and
inﬂation. In addition, more importantly, the welfare depends on not only the
ﬂuctuation but also the average rate of capital growth whenever Φ > 0, that
is, there is the externality in good production (  > 0). The reason is quite
simple. When there is the externality in good production, the average rate of
growth is ineﬃciently low even in the ﬂexible price economy; hence, given the
other condition, a rise of the average growth weaken the ineﬃciency from the
externality and hence the welfare improves. However, note that proposition 6
does not necessarily claim that there is a tradeoﬀ between inﬂation and growth.
Clearly there is not the tradeoﬀ between the inﬂation stabilization and the
growth stabilization even if   > 0. If central bank completely stabilizes inﬂation,
the diﬀerence between the actual growth rate of capital and its eﬃcient rate
is always constant; hence the welfare loss from the second and third term of
(89) are zero. Accordingly, a necessary condition that there is tradeoﬀ between
inﬂation and growth is that the volatile inﬂation stimulates the average growth.4
To investigate whether the tradeoﬀ exists, we do a numerical exercise in the next
section.
4It is not the suﬃcient condition because the volatile inﬂation necessarily causes the inef-
ﬁcient ﬂuctuation of growth.
125 The Tradeoﬀ between Inﬂation Stabilization
and Growth Maximization
As discussed above, it is not clear that the model economy has the tradeoﬀ
between inﬂation and growth. To see that, a numerical experiment is done in
this section.
5.1 Calibration
The parameter values are summarized in Table 1. The calibration strategy is
as follows.
The (zero-inﬂation) steady-state growth rate is set to 1.0045. β is set so
that the annual real rate of interest equal to 1.04. θ is set so that the steady-
state average markup is 20%. ξ is set to 0.6.   and φ are set to 0.05 and
0.9, respectively. The exogenous process governing the productivety shock is
assumed that:




where ρA and σA is set to 0.9 and 0.005, respectively.
Monetary authority sets the nominal interest rate according to a log-linear
interest rate feedback rule:
ˆ Rt = αππt + αIˆ it. (91)
5.2 Results
We simulate the model economy in order to see the eﬀect of alternative monetary
policy rules (changing the value of απ and αI, in the ranges of 1 < απ < 5
and 0 < αI < 4) on the inﬂation volatility, the capital growth volatility, the
mean growth, and the welfare cost. Figure 1-2 show those results. First, from
Figure 1, we can see that the inﬂation volatility decreases as απ is larger, and
increases as αI is larger; hence, if there were not tradeoﬀ between inﬂation and
growth then welfare would higher as απ is larger and αI is smaller through the
inﬂation stabilization. However, we can see the opposite results in Figure 2, in
which we ﬁnd that the strong anti-inﬂationary stance is detriment for welfare.5
These results imply that the tradeoﬀ between inﬂation and growth exists in this
economy. Why do such results occur? The reason is the existence of concavity in
the capital accumulation technology. Barlevy (2004) shows that in endogenous
growth models in which the capital accumulation technology is concave, the
reduction of investment volatility stimulates the average growth. Also in our
economy, the capital accumulation technology is concave; hence monetary policy
that stabilizes investment (implied by large αI) stimulates average growth. In
our model the growth rate is ineﬃciently low due to the externality in good
production, so that the policy which stimulates growth tends to improve welfare.
In addition, as pointed out by Lucas (1987) and Lucas (2003), the increase
of growth rate has a strong welfare eﬀect, compared to simply stabilization.
Accordingly, the tradeoﬀ between growth and inﬂation is resolved by highly
growth-stimulating and inﬂation-volatilizing policy.
5Note that the welfare “cost” is showed in Figure 2; hence the high value in this ﬁgure
implies low welfare level.
136 Conclusion
This paper has been analyzed monetary policy implication in an endogenous
growth model in which the average growth rate is ineﬃciently low and in which
the capital accumulation technology is concave.
This paper shows two implication with respect to the interaction between
growth and volatility. First, we derive the utility-based welfare criterion of the
model. The welfare measure suggests that even if the natural rate of growth
moves parallel to its eﬃcient rate, the increase of inﬂation volatility may improve
welfare through the increase of average growth. Second, we tests this hypothesis
numerically and show that in our calibrated model the tradeoﬀ between inﬂation
stabilization and average growth maximization exists. In addition, the tradeoﬀ
is resolved by highly growth-stimulating (investment stabilization) policy. The
reason is the existence of concavity in the capital accumulation technology,
through which investment stabilization rises average growth.
This study has some future research directions. First, we do not derive the
Ramsey optimal policy. The derivation of the approximated welfare function
enables us to derive the Ramsey allocation analytically. The analytical solution
would brings many fruitful results to study of monetary policy. Second, Our
model has some extreme assumption, for example, log-utility, full depreciation
of capital. The relaxation of these assumptions would make analytically solving
model diﬃcult or impossible. However, solving numerically such models which
has more reality could test the robustness of our results.
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18Fig. 4: The Average Growth Rate
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